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In this paper we introduce a class of generalized sorting (ordering) problems called 
"classifications." To each "classification," we associate two quantities: informational 
entropy (average information quantity) and operational entropy (measure of com- 
putational complexity, that is, number of comparisons necessary to "classify" a given 
sequence of items). The relationship between these quantities is discussed. For a 
certain classification involving n items, its operational entropy is shown to be 
approximately n - log, n although its informational entropy is constantly equal to 1, 
independent of the number of items n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As it is well known, the complete sorting of n items can be carried out in approxi- 
mately (log z hi) pairwise comparisons of their keys3 The number (logz n!) is equal to 
the information quantity to distinguish a case among n! equally possible cases. Thus  
the information quantity may seem to have close relationship to the "operational 
entropy," that is, the number  of comparisons necessary to distinguish a case (cf. 
Burge [1]). However, this relationship is not always so close. For instance, in order to 
find the strongest among n baseball teams, n - -  1 comparisons (games) are necessary 
although the information quantity to know the strongest is at most log 2 n. 
In  this paper, we consider a certain generalization of sorting problem which we 
call classification problem. We define for each "classification" its operational entropy 
as well as its informational entropy (average information quantity) and investigate the 
difference between these quantities. 
t logan! • ( log2n-  1.443)(n + 1/2)• n logan. By binary merging (straight two-way 
merge), n items can be sorted in n ' qog2 n 7 times of comparisons ( ee, for instance, [2]). If we 
employ binary insertion, 
~qog2 i7 
times of comparisons are sufficient (see [2]). A more efficient algorithm was found by Ford- 
Johnson [4]. 
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2. CLASSIFICATION 
We shall start by giving a typical example of the classification problem. 
Given n distinct real numbers a 1 .... , an,  f ind the least number by repeating pairwise 
comparisons. 
Suppose that 
aaa) < ai(2) ~ . . . . . .  < ai(n). 
We define a permutation r of n integers as follows: 
(i(I), i(2) . . . . .  i(n)] 
r = ~ I, 2 . . . . .  n l "  
Thus the number aj is the r(j)-th least number of ai's. 
Now let C, be the set of all permutations which map i to 1, that is, 
C ,={o~S, ;  a ( i )=  1}, 
where S, is the set of all permutations of integers 1,..., n. The aim of the above 
mentioned problem is then stated as follows: given a permutation r, find a set C i 
such that 
re  C i . 
Another problem will be introduced by changing the definition of Ci's. Such a 
problem is generally represented by a classification defined as following. 
DEFINITION 1. Let Sn be the whole set of permutations of n integers 1,..., n. 
A classification 5 in Sn is a partition of a subset of S n , that is, a set of disjoint 
subsets of Sn 9 
The aim of a "classification problem" is to "classify" a given permutation r in 5,  
that is, to find the set C in ~ which contains r. 
Remark. The goal of the complete sorting is represented by the following classifi- 
cation ,Of(n): 
S (n) = s .} .  
DEFINITION 2. Let 
5 ={C~;I  <~i<~t} 
be a classification i  Sn. 
(1) The operational entropy q(5)  of the classification 5 is the worst-case number 
of comparisons required to classify a given permutation i 5. 
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(2) The informational entropy e(Cd) of the classification ff is the average infor- 
mation quantity of the events "~C1" , . . . ,  " rE  C{' whose probabilities are 
proportional to the cardinalities of C a ,..., Ct, respectively. More precisely, 
the number of permutations in C~ 
P(r ~ Ci) = the total number of permutations in c~ 9 
Remark. If every set C i contains the same number of permutations, then e(~) = 
log~ t. 
In what follows, we shall consider the relationship between these entropies, opera- 
tional and informational. 
3. ENTROPIES: OPERATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL 
Let 5P(n) be the classification representing the complete sorting. We denote by 
S(n) its operational entropy q(5~ Then the following propositions are immediate. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any classification c~ in Sn, 
S(n) ~ q(Cg) ~ e((~). 
PROPOSITION 2. 
S(n) -- e(6e(n)) -- n log 2 n. 
Thus the classification Sf(n) is an extreme case in which two entropies q(Sf(n)) and 
e(6~(n)) have no significant difference. An opposite extreme in this regard is the 
classification defined as follows: 
~(n)  = {s .  - A . ,  &}, 
where A,~ is the set of all even permutations in S, .  This classification obviously 
corresponds to the determination of the parity of a given permutation. 
THEOREM 1. 
(1) e(~(n)) = 1, 
(2) q(~(n)) = S(n). 
Proof. (I) The property (1) is obvious. 
(2) By Proposition l, 
q(~(n)) ~ S(n). 
We shall therefore show the reversed inequality. 
57x/7/6-6 
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Suppose that we can tell whether agiven permutation r is even or odd, after obtaining 
the results of p comparisons, ay: r(il) < *(Jl),..-, T(i~) < ,(j~). By these relations we 
can draw a Hasse diagram which shows a part of the order: r-l(1), ~-1(2),..., ,- l(n) (see 
Fig. 1). We denote by h(i) the "height" of the node i in this diagram which is precisely 




FIG. I. A diagram representing the results of comparisons as follows: al < a2, a4 < an, 
a3 < a2 and as < as .  In this case, h(1) = h(4) = 1, h(3) = 2 and h(2) = h(5) = 3. 
(i) If there is no integer s such that Js = i, then 
h(i) = 1. 
(ii) Otherwise, 
h(i) = 1 -}- max{h(/s); js = i}. 
We shall see that h(i) % h(j) for any distinct integers i and j. 
Let R be the set of all permutations satisfying the following condition. 
I f  h(i) < h(j), then or(i) < a(j). (1) 
Such permutations, a's, are either all even or all odd since, if not, we can not tell 
whether the given permutat ion,  (6 R) is even or odd. 
Suppose that there are distinct integers i and j such that h(i) = h(j). Then the 
permutation 
=..[i , j]  
also satisfies condition (1) and is in R, where [i,j] denotes the transposition which 
exchanges i andj.  But this is not the case since R can not contain both T and , ' ,  one 
is even and the other is odd. 
The mapping h is therefore one-to-one. The diagram representing the results of 
comparisons i then linear and we can tell what ~- is: 
~" = h(1), h(2), ..., h(n " 
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Whenever we know whether is even or not, we can tell what r is. Therefore, 
> = 
This completes the proof of the Theorem 1. 
Now let us consider another interesting example, the classification ~ defined as 
follows: 
C(il ..... ik) = {a e S2k ; ~({il ..... i~}) C {il .... , ik}}, 
~176 = {C( i l  ..... ik); 1 ~ i x < -.. < i~ ~ 2k}. 
This classification represents the selection of the least k ones among 2k distinct real 
numbers (see Yoneda [4]). We denote: 
Y(k) = q(e / (k ) ) ,  
y(k) = [e(qg(k))]. 
Exact evaluation of Y(k) is at present an open problem. We can nevertheless give some 
upper and lower bounds and see that 6 > Y(k)/y(k) > 1 for large k. 
THEOREM 2. 
(1) y(k) -- qog2(2kCk) q --  2k --  (1/2)log 2k 
(2) 10.87k ~> Y(k) >~ 3k- -  2. 
Remark 1. The upper bound of Y(k) is due to M. Blum et al. ([SJ). In fact, the 
value 10.87k is an upper bound for a much harder problem (the median computation.) 
They gave also a slightly weaker lower bound for the harder problem, which yields 
Y(k) >~ 3k -- 6. 
Remark 2. Ikeno and Simauti gave another upper bound of Y(k) as follows ([7]): 
Y(k) <~ 2 . S(k) q- [k/2J + 1. 
Although it is not linear, this bound is better than (2) for small values of k (k ~ 36). 
Proof. We shall only show that 
Y(k) ~> 3k --  2. (2) 
It is easy to see that Y(1) = 1 and Y(2) = 4. Thus inequality (2) is true for k = 1 
and 2. We shall therefore show that 
Y(k + 1) - -3  ~> Y(k) (3) 
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for k >/2, by illustrating an algorithm to find the least k ones among 2k numbers in 
(Y (k  + 1) -- 3) comparisons. (A rigorous proof is given in [7].) 
Let us consider an algorithm to find the least (k + 1) ones among a 1 ..... a~+z. 
in Y(k  + 1) comparisons. First, several disjoint pairs will be compared: 
aita) and a~(1) ,..., ai(~) and aj(~). 
Then a number ah in one of these pairs, say the lesser of the i-th pairs ai(s) and at(s), 
will be compared with another number aa'. After these comparisons, at most 
(Y (k  + 1) -- p -- 1) pairs will successively be chosen and compared. 
Now consider the application of this algorithm to the selection of the least k ones 
among 
x z ,..., x~.  (4) 
We add to these numbers (4) two hypothetical e ements, x~+x and x2k+2, which are 
not actually compared. The element x2~+i (or x2~+~) is assumed to be less than (or 
greater than, respectively) any other numbers. Therefore, one of the least (k + 1) 
numbers among xz .... , x2~+x and x2k+2 is x2k+x and the others are the least k ones among 
(4). Therefore, applying the above mentioned algorithm, we can find the least k 
numbers of (4) in Y(k  + 1) comparisons. 
Obviously, Y(k  + 1) comparisons are not necessary: the comparisons involving 
xz~+t and/or xz~+~ can be skipped. We shall show that at least three comparisons can 
be skipped when k >/2. 
Let ~ be an arbitrary permutation i $2k+2 satisfying the following conditions. 
and 
a(i(s)) = 2k + 1, 
o(j(s)) = 2k, 
,,(h') :~ 2k + 2. 
If a h, is chosen as the lesser (or the greater) of the t-th pair, then we shall take: 
o(i(t)) = 2k --  1, 
a(j(t)) = 2k - -  2. 
Such a permutation a exists whenever k >/2. Since the indices i(1), j(1),..., i(p) and 
j (p) are not important, we can start by comparing 
Xo(i(t) and XoO.(1)) ,..., x~(t(~)) and xoo(v)). 
The lesser of the s-th pair, x~+t (=xo(i(,))), is then compared with xo(n,) (v~x~k+2). 
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Two comparisons can be skipped: the s-th and the (p + 1)-th. Since x~k+~ must be 
compared elsewhere, one more comparison can be skipped. 
This completes the proof of the Theorem 2. 
TABLE I 
Best upper bounds 
k so far known Y(k) 3k -- 2 y(k) 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 4 4 4 3 
3 7 7 7 5 
4 11 ? 10 7 
5 15 ~ ? 13 8 
K. Noshita [6]. 
Some results on Y(k) for k ~ 5 are shown in Table I. 
Exact evaluation of an operational entropy is often very difficult. In  fact, there are 
many open problems on operational entropies. For  instance, the values of S(n) are 
known only when n ~< 11 and n ~- 20, 21 (see [3]). We do not yet know what Y(4) is. 
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